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Say Hiya to Sara and Paul.

IT’S A HAVEN KINDA LIFE
Saturday, Jun 08, 2013
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They are incredibly inspiring and a perfect representation of what the Mala Trail is all about – stories of passionate and on
purpose humans whose lives ooze meaning.

Not only did they leave their high paying jobs and the comfort of what they describe as an ‘easy’ life in Zurich, they sold
everything, went travelling for two years at 33 and 40 respectively and decided to open a training restaurant for young
Cambodian orphan youths in Siem Reap.

The fact is, neither of them in their wildest dreams thought they’d ever open a restaurant especially as they admit that their
skills in the kitchen were in fact lacking.

During the two years on the road they landed in Siem Reap, the gateway to Angkor Wat in Cambodia.  A British
Photographer told them that there was an orphanage they could teach kids English, so being curious the couple decided to
check it out.

After seven months working at the orphanage they realised that there were no programs for young adults who have to leave
the orphanage at eighteen and so they worked out a concept to help these youths into a career.

‘We realised that we didn’t help those kids at all… We were only helping them with English skills, but this doesn’t prepare them
for the world outside the orphanage or save them from poverty and seclusion’.

The couple decided they wanted to create a place where they could give these kids a vocational training, where they can
learn to take care of themselves and therefore have a real chance in life and the prospect of a safe and independent future.
After a year of mad fundraising and another half year of mad construction work HAVEN was born.

Sara and Paul have a huge heart. It’s obvious when you see their lovely young team in action, and the pride they have when
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they discuss how their ‘trainees’ transform from shy, sheltered and lacking in confidence to eager, enthusiastic and full of life
young people.

I witnessed this myself over the many nights I enjoyed the HAVEN experience. Customers were super polite to the team,
everyone ogled over the food, (seriously its first class) and every few minutes I’d witness someone take a photo and then
make a Facebook post. I even saw sub 20’s male British backpackers photograph the pretty Carnation flower decorations
and post them on Facebook.

Everyone loved being at Haven (cue apt tagline. Where helping tastes good), including the staff who were just radiant. It was
always booked out and everyone congratulated Sara and Paul on a job well done. Engaged social enterprise at its best.
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Often Sara & Paul get told they are so brave to make such a huge life change.  But for them it’s the contrary.

‘We feel it would be so much more difficult to go back to Switzerland after what we have seen and experienced. Everyday
we would have thought about how we had the opportunity to do something to help others and to not do anything about it
would have torn us apart inside. We decided we needed a bigger challenge in life, and that was to help others’.

Opening a restaurant in a third world country was no walk in the park; in fact no big dream worth doing is ever easy Sara
lamented.

‘If your dreams don’t scare you they are not big enough.’

Like most career changers the couple have made financial and lifestyle sacrifices in the short term. Any entrepreneur,
socially conscious or not does. However like most they say it’s completely worth it because they believe in HAVEN 100%.

When I asked the couple about the real difference in their lives now vs. before freedom and its inverse fear are the first
topics raised.

When Sara was still in school she used to say to herself I don’t want to wake up at 30 and regret not doing things because I
was scared.

‘Living life in fear is the most scary thing as this means not living at all.’

She said if you overcome the fear you will feel free. When you truly feel free you are completely true to yourself and
prepared to take risks in life to achieve your dreams – no matter how scary they are.
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I agree with her. For years I was trapped in a career that held no meaning, as I was afraid of the unknown, of being seen as
a failure by my family and others, of walking away from the safe corporate salary. I felt this even though I’d worked really
hard to begin to set up alternative careers in the arts.

Like Sara and Paul I decided enough is enough, I’m feeling and meditating through the fear and doing it anyways, even
though I have no idea in this moment where I’m going to end up. I can say though there is nothing in this world better than
feeling free and creating a life led by meaning vs. fear.

Seriously. You will feel lighter, more challenged, grow and live in a way that is truly aligned with what’s important.

Want to make changes to your life but are afraid?

Start small, create a passion project in a field of interest, jump on a plane and go somewhere alone, ask a guy or gal you like
on a date, try a new sport, do something you’ve always been afraid to, or speak your truth with someone you care about.

If none of those things float your boat, find something that does and do more of it, challenge yourself with a goal that feels a
bit hard and do it in half the time.

Over time as you put yourself in more challenging circumstances your fear threshold will go down, you’ll confront bigger
challenges and eventually you’ll grow in ways you never imagined. We promise.

For Sara and Paul, their next scary dream is to open a guesthouse, so they can offer more diverse training programs for
more young adult orphans.

Personally I can’t wait to come and stay.

For more on Haven check in with their Facebook page here.

Or their website http://www.havencambodia.com

If you want to donate so Haven can accept more young adult trainees click here http://www.dragonflycambodia.org

As always we’d love to hear what you think.

Tell us, when did you last feel the fear and do something that inspired you.

Until next time, with Love Bella xx
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http://www.facebook.com/HavenCambodia?fref=ts
http://www.havencambodia.com/
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